PermaNET+ saves millions of kroner
for Denmark’s largest utility company

Danish specialist Leif Koch has used PermaNET+ to save millions of kroner for Denmark’s largest utility company.

PermaNET+ allowed Leif Koch, for the first time, to install 185 data loggers in Copenhagen on a permanent basis over five years.

The permanent installation enabled the company to quickly find out when and where a leak occurs.

Previously Leif Koch had used a ‘lift and shift’ method and changed the location every 48 hours.

On just the second day of the project, the leak detection team identified a leak. Instead of tackling the leak, they decided to leave it to investigate how many days would elapse before the water reached the surface.

After 10 days in which nothing happened, the team dug down to the leak and discovered that the water was running directly into the sewer.

Kim Roar from HOFOR explained that “If we had conducted a study of this particular area using our old method a week before the leak began it would have been three years before we returned to this area and discovered the leak”.

“The leak would have been continuously running into the sewer for three years. By our rough calculations, this leak alone would have cost us 1.2m kroner (£116k)”.

About PermaNET+
PermaNET+ is the award-winning leak detection system that combines a leak noise sensor with versatile telemetry technology, creating a fixed network to monitor leakage.

PermaNET+ is designed with the latest mobile communication technology, reliably connecting whilst minimising cost.

Each unit transmits both leak and secondary sound data via GPRS telemetry.